Abstract: Numerous studies have quantified trawl impacts at small scales. However, effective management of trawl impacts requires synthesis of experimental results (biomass depletion per tow and subsequent recovery) and application at fishery scales -realistically, this is achievable only in a modelling framework. We present a method for scaling up experimental results for management applications that incorporates a benthic biomass model having exponential trawl depletion and logistic recovery. Ultra-fine trawl-track data, supported by simulations, show that realistic trawling can be represented by a negativebinomial stochastic process, with intensity governed by large-scale effort and aggregation by a tunable parameter. Two mechanisms of the process are considered: aggregations in space (hot spots) and aggregations in time (hot times), which yields a logistic differential equation for the large-scale biomass over time. The model shows that scaling from fine scale to fishery scale depends on the degree of aggregation of fishing, with increasing aggregation lowering depletion rates at fishery scales. This model is a fundamental step in enabling assessment of large-scale implications and evaluating alternative management strategies.
Introduction
Seabed trawling is a large-scale activity conducted over as much as 75% of the world's continental shelves at varying levels of density (F. Pantus, unpublished data, in Kaiser et al. 2002) and has been attributed a range of direct impacts and other effects (see, e.g., Jennings and Kaiser (1998) for a review of the extensive literature). As countries progress toward ecosystem-based approaches to management, trawl fisheries are under increasing pressure to manage the wider environmental effects of their activities.
The results of scientific studies on the effects of trawling are highly variable. Collie et al. (2000) , using a meta-analysis of dozens of studies, have shown that the extent of trawl impacts are dependent on habitat type, benthic composition, trawl intensity, and trawl gear types. Such diversity of effects has been reaffirmed by Kaiser et al. (2006) and Pitcher et al. (2009) . Variation over most of the above factors may be present within the larger scale of a fishery jurisdiction, making understanding of the regional effects complex and management choices difficult. Fewer studies have attempted to measure recovery rates (e.g., van Dolah 1987; Kaiser et al. 1998; Tuck et al. 1998 ; Kenchington et al. 2006 ; for trawling on epifauna), particularly for vulnerable longer-lived fauna (Sainsbury et al. 1997; Pitcher et al. 2008 ).
Larger-scale empirical studies (ϳ10s-100s km) have typically attempted to compare trawled areas with untrawled areas (e.g., Sainsbury et al. 1992; Collie et al. 1997; McConnaughey et al. 2000; Burridge et al. 2006) and, pseudoreplication and (or) confounding aside, these may or may not have shown quantitative differences between such areas. However, the natural dynamics and exploitation history of these areas generally is not known sufficiently to understand the processes that have led to any measured differences in state. It is therefore difficult for managers to make direct use of such (effectively qualitative) information for anticipating the consequences of future management actions. Small-scale studies, on the other hand, have typically conducted experiments to make quantitative measurements of direct removal or mortality rates Moran and Stephenson 2000; Hansson et al. 2000; Burridge et al. 2003) at the scale of the trawl gear (<1-10 km) under controlled "exploitation". Here, while the direct impact process may be better understood, the implications of such results are difficult to apply at space and time scales relevant to management.
Consequently, there is a need to scale up the effects of trawling inferred from such experiments to effects at the fishery scale in a way that takes into account -initially at least -the impact process, benthic dynamics, and trawl effort intensity. Such a link between small and large scales could not only shed light on largescale study results, but would be a valuable tool to assist with evaluation of alternative management strategies.
A key input to this scaling-up process is data on the spatial and temporal distribution of trawling intensity. It is well-known that trawling is aggregated, since fishers go preferentially to areas with better catches. However, it is important to realize that the aggregation occurs not only at fishery scales but also at the fine scale of the trawl gear (Rijnsdorp et al. 1998; Pitcher et al. 2000) . Moreover, Pitcher et al. (2000) showed that the overall impact of aggregated trawling within an area was substantially less than the impact caused by the same amount of trawling swept uniformly over that area. It is therefore crucial to adequately describe aggregation at such fine scales.
Unfortunately it is challenging to obtain data at this fine scale. Vessel tracks are routinely recorded using geographic positioning system (GPS) plotters, but they are usually treated as commercial in confidence and so unavailable. Some fisheries require shot-byshot logging, but this provides only a coarse pointwise summary of a trawling process that is extended over space and time. Vessel monitoring systems (VMS), which are chiefly used by management as a compliance tool, provide exact positions at regular (e.g., 2 h) polling frequencies. Subsequent processing, such as interpolation or spreading with a spatial kernel, results in an estimated trawling distribution that is typically gridded at 1 n.mi. (1 n.mi. = 1.852 km) resolution, depending on the polling frequency (see review of methods in Lee et al. 2010) . Logbooks are the most widely available data; however, they provide the trawling distribution at the coarsest resolution of a management grid cell (typically ϳ6 n.mi. or larger, hereafter referred to as a "grid"). With the exception of the unavailable GPS tracks, none of these data provide the trawl distribution at the scale of the gear tracks over the ground.
A few authors have attempted to scale up impacts from experimental scale to fishery scale. Piet et al (2000) converted Dutch beam trawl effort reported at 30 n.mi. resolution into a fine-scale pattern at 1 n.mi. resolution, using the distribution estimated by Rijnsdorp et al. (1998) from GPS data on a representative sample (13%) of the fleet. Assuming that effort was uniform within each 1 n.mi. grid, Piet et al. (2000) estimated annual mortality given a heterogeneous biomass distribution. Bergman and van Santbrink (2000) also provided mortality estimates using a coarser 10 n.mi. grid.
Both of these authors relied on the assumption of uniform subgrid effort, which tends to overestimate the impact. Alternatively, Pitcher et al. (2000) estimated the distribution of effort on an ultra-fine grid of 30 m squares (referred to here as "pixels"), comparable with the scale of the gear. Working with Australian east coast trawl fishery logbook data collected on a 6 n.mi. grid, they employed a fractal assumption that the distribution of effort among 30 m pixels within each 6 n.mi. grid was the same as the distribution of effort among 6 n.mi. grids within the whole fishery, to estimate regional-scale implications. Here, we adapt this idea by replacing the empirical approach with a formal probability distribution.
This paper describes the initial development of a dynamic model that incorporates impact, recovery, and fleet dynamics and provides a method to link between small-scale impacts and largescale implications by expressing the effects of trawling on benthic biota as a stochastic process. The intensity of the process is governed by the known trawl effort at the level of the management grid, and the degree of within-grid aggregation of the distribution is given by a single tunable parameter. We show that this simple model of exponential trawl depletion and logistic recovery, with parameters measurable by small-scale experiments, when combined with a stochastic trawling process, scales up to yield a logistic differential equation for biomass at the scale of the management grid. We also show how the tunable aggregation parameter, which is directly related to Rijnsdorp et al.'s (1998) "patchiness", can be estimated from submanagement-grid information, such as GPS position records, vessel monitoring data, or simulation.
The model and its components
The purpose of the modelling presented here is to convert impacts occurring at the pixel scale, and understood through experimental data at the same scale, into impacts at the grid scale for use by management. The first step is to derive a biomass model that takes both depletion by trawling and biological growth into account.
Our dynamic model for biomass B(t) of a benthic taxon undergoing depletion by and recovery from trawling is given by the differential equation
It is a Schaefer-type differential equation (Schaefer 1954 ) with logistic growth term proportional to recovery rate R and removal term proportional to depletion rate D and fishing effort rate E. This model operates on the scale of the management grid and arises from the aggregation of depletion and recovery processes operating on the scale of the trawl gear. These small-scale processes are scaled up to result in the differential equation describing on-the-ground impacts in terms of management-scale effort records. The model is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 , and the scaling-up method and derivation of eq. 1 are described in the section "Scaling up from pixel to grid scale".
Grid-and pixel-scale distribution of effort
There are several scales at which trawling impacts can be described, but this paper focuses on two: the (larger, management) grid scale and the (smaller, gear) pixel scale. The grid scale refers to the scale of the management grid, on which effort is reported in logbooks in most fisheries. The grid, typically squares with sides of approximately 10-100 km, is the smallest convenient scale on which to report impacts that are relevant to management. The pixel scale refers to the scale at which the direct impacts occur through interaction of biota with the trawl gear. Estimates of depletion and recovery rates from trawling manipulation experiments are measured on this pixel scale. The actual pixel size depends on the width of the gear; for trawling, squares with sides of 10-100 m are appropriate.
We use the term "coverage" to quantify the amount of trawl effort at both pixel and grid scales. At the pixel scale, coverage is the (integer) number of trawl passes over the pixel; at the grid scale, coverage is the ratio of total swept area to grid area. The grid coverage is therefore the mean coverage over all pixels within the grid.
To express the trawl effort at the pixel scale, we assume a probability distribution P t (n) for the cumulative number of trawl passes n over pixels within a grid after time t. The mean (t) is the cumulative coverage. Its derivative d/dt ' E(t) is the instantaneous effort rate (i.e., the coverage per unit time) that can be sourced from grid-scale data such as log books. The distribution P t (n) can be calibrated using a combination of trawl track data and simulation (see section on "Validation and calibration").
Although the following arguments apply for a general P t (n), it is useful to concentrate on a particular distribution that can accommodate both the degree of aggregation and the level of trawl coverage as the trawl effort accumulates over time. We therefore use the negative binomial distribution (NBD; Gurland 1959) , it being the best-known distribution for describing count data arising from an aggregated process. The NBD has two parameters: the mean and an aggregation parameter ␤. The greater the degree of aggregation, the larger the value of ␤. The probability of n trawl passes over a pixel given these parameters is
(This is Gurland's eq. 5 with his parameters (k, p) replaced by (/␤, ␤).) The NBD includes the Poisson distribution as a special case (␤ = 0; it can be shown that lim ␤¡0 P͑nԽ, ␤͒ ϭ n e Ϫ /n!, the Poisson probability), which arises when trawling is completely random. When ␤ < 0, the distribution describes patterns that exhibit some regularity, with complete regularity occurring when ␤ = -1. Furthermore, when /␤ is a negative integer, the distribution becomes binomial. In aggregated patterns the variance exceeds the mean, whereas in regular patterns the variance is less than the mean; for completely random patterns the variance equals the mean. Figure 2 shows three simulated trawl patterns on a 4 km × 4 km grid and corresponding histograms of spatial coverage. (See Supplementary Materials 1 for details on the trawl pattern simulator.) The mean coverage is the same in each case ( = 0.51), but the degree of aggregation varies. Fitting the negative binomial family to these histograms using the method of moments (eq. 13 in Gurland 1959 ) results in close agreement with these simulated results; the top case (Regular) is binomial with ␤ = -0.51, the middle (Random) is Poisson with ␤ = 0, and the bottom (Aggregated) is negative binomial with ␤ = 1.24.
Trawling can be aggregated either spatially (hot spots) or temporally (hot times), and both mechanisms can be modelled by the NBD. Either mechanism is plausible for describing actual trawling; the hot spot mechanism describes persistent spatial aggregations, whereas the hot time mechanism captures behaviour where the trawler makes repeated passes over the same track in a short period of time.
In the hot spot mechanism, trawling occurs randomly within spatial patches, but the intensity per patch varies according to a Gamma distribution with mean and shape parameter /␤. In the hot time mechanism, trawling "events" occur completely at random in space but are distributed in time according to an inhomogeneous random process, with probability of an event occurring within the infinitesimal time interval (t, t + dt) equal to ␤ -1 log(1 + ␤)E(t)dt. The temporal aggregation comes about by having the number of tows k per event distributed according to the logarithmic distribution P͑k͒ ϭ ͓␤/͑␤ ϩ 1͔͒ k /͓k log͑1 ϩ ␤͔͒. This mechanism is an inhomogeneous Poisson point process with multiplicities (Cox and Isham 1980) . The distributions for the number of tow passes per pixel after time t resulting from either mechanism (PoissonGamma mixture for the hot spots and Poisson-logarithmic compound for the hot times) are both NBD with parameters and ␤ (Quenouille 1949; Eaton and Fortin 1978; Diggle and Milne 1983 ). An example of each mechanism is shown in Fig. 3 . In each case the total number of tows after 10 years has NBD with = 30 and ␤ = 1.
The hot spot mechanism may be in effect in places where the trawl grounds are limited by geomorphology, such as spawning aggregations on seamounts or close to the edge of untrawlable 1 Supplementary data are available with the article through the journal Web site at http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/suppl/10.1139/cjfas-2013-0426. 
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ground, particularly if the topography channels the trawl shots into "runways". Evidence for persistent trawling hot spots tends to be anecdotal, however, and may be difficult to obtain owing to constraints of confidentiality. Piet and Quirijns (2009) showed that coarse-scale spatial patterns of Dutch beam trawlers are correlated from one year to the next, but that the correlation became much weaker at finer scales. The patterns gradually shifted over time so that over the long term the pattern was spatially random. On the other hand, a study by Rijnsdorp et al. (2011) on the same fleet observed repeated-tow patterns within patches of trawling, which may support the hot time mechanism.
It transpires that the process of scaling up to the grid scale is tractable only for the hot time mechanism. Therefore, the remainder of the methods and results (sections "Scaling up from pixel to grid scale" and "Validation and calibration") assumes hot times, and we defer consideration of the hot spot mechanism to the Discussion. Further, we assume that the time-varying properties of the hot time trawling distribution are captured by (t), so that ␤ is constant. See the Supplementary Materials 1 for a simulation to check the plausibility of this assumption. Nevertheless, the fixed-␤ assumption can be relaxed; see Appendix B.
The probability generating function (pgf) for the number of tows after time t is
The variance-mean relationship is
(i.e., the variance is proportional to the mean). This relationship demonstrates how the parameter ␤ quantifies the degree of aggregation, since the factor 1 + ␤ is the overdispersion relative to the Poisson case. Such overdispersion is seen in trawl-coverage distributions (Rijnsdorp et al. 1998 ). The quantity 1 + ␤ is the same as Rijnsdorp et al.'s (1998) coefficient of patchiness C. 
Grid-scale pristine biomass distribution
It is well-known that the grid-scale equation (eq. 1) can be solved for relative biomass b = B/K under the assumption that the pristine (or before impact) biomass is at carrying capacity (B(0) = K), since then b(0) = 1, and b(t) can be calculated for all t > 0 given R, D, and E(t). Our model makes this assumption and allows B(0) to vary from grid to grid. The pixel-scale pristine biomass, however, is only specified to the extent that the biomass density (x) at pixel x satisfies B͑0͒ ϭ ͵ A ͑x͒dA, where A is the area of the grid.
The model was originally designed for data-poor applications where all assessments were in terms of relative biomass, because K was unknown. In the past decade, however, considerable research has been carried out to map species distributions on the seabed (e.g., Pitcher et al. 2007a) , making it feasible in principle to estimate K and, hence, absolute biomass B(t) for all t.
Pixel-scale impact model
To estimate some of the parameters of the model, information on the depletion of biomass within a pixel trawled one or more times is provided by trawling experiments. In the experiment by Poiner et al. (1998) in the northern section of the Great Barrier Reef (GBR), strips of seabed were repeatedly trawled 13 times, and the amount of biomass removed per taxon was recorded. These authors, assuming that a fixed proportion d of the biomass was removed by each tow, provided estimates of d. Burridge et al. (2003) , allowing d to be a random variable, estimated its mean and variance for various taxa. Here we make the fixed-proportion assumption of Poiner et al. (1998) ; that is, if the initial biomass of a particular taxon is B (0) in some area within the trawl path, then after n tows with depletion rate d, the remaining biomass B (n) satisfies
This is a conservative assumption, since the amount of depletion is maximized under fixed d compared with the case when d is a random variable (see Appendix A).
Results from the repeat-trawl experiment (Fig. 4) show the estimated biomass of gorgonians and sponges remaining along a particular track after 0 to 13 tows. The depletion rates for the two species are quite different, yet both conform closely to the fixedproportion depletion model (R 2 = 0.97 and 0.99, respectively).
Pixel-scale recovery model
Within a pixel, biomass B is assumed to recover from trawling impacts according to the logistic recovery equation
where K is the carrying capacity of the pixel, and r is the pixelscale recovery rate. It is convenient to work with relative biomass b(t) ' B(t)/K. The relative biomass is bounded between 0 and 1 and takes its maximum value when the biomass reaches the carrying capacity. The biomass undergoes discrete (possibly multiple) trawl events, occurring at random times and each removing a fixed proportion d of the biomass. Suppose that a depletion event occurs at time t 0 , leaving a relative biomass b(t 0 ). Then at later time t, the relative biomass is
which is the solution of eq. 6. The pixel-scale recovery rate captures the increase in biomass due to intrinsic growth and local recruitment; it is this quantity that could be measured by a fine-scale depletion-recovery exper- Fig. 3 . Comparison of (left panel) hot spot and (right panel) hot time processes for a taxon with d = 0.1 and r = 0.3 in 10 pixels within a grid having constant coverage rate E(t) = 3.0. Each horizontal strip shows the relative biomass trajectory (solid line) in a single pixel. Vertical ticks denote trawling events with length proportional to number of tows (between 1 and 10). Each strip is labelled at right by the expected annual trawl intensity, which for the hot spot process varies among pixels. The mean across each of the 10 pixels is denoted by a dashed line. Pixels are sorted on the total number of tows.
iment. Implicit in this model is that pixels are independent of one another. This assumption is suitable for taxa with asexual propagules of larvae having short-range dispersal relative to the pixel size, such as the sessile fauna considered here. For mobile taxa or sessile taxa with longer-range larval dispersal, the recovery model would need to include extra parameters describing recruitment or migration from neighbouring or distant pixels.
Scaling up from pixel to grid scale
To clarify the effect of the trawl coverage distribution P t , the section "Depletion without recovery" derives a formula for gridscale biomass at time t under depletion, ignoring recovery. In the section "Depletion with recovery", the recovery component is incorporated to yield a differential equation for grid-scale biomass.
Depletion without recovery
The remaining biomass B(t) over the entire grid is given (in the limit of infinitesimal pixels) by the following integral (8)
where n t (x) is the coverage at x after time t, d 2 x is an infinitesimal area element, and the integration is over the area of the grid A. Both (x) and n t (x) are random variables. Let A t (k) ' {x: n t (x) = k} be the (usually disjoint) area covered k times at time t. Then, since the depletion rate d is constant:
(See Appendix A for the case where d is not fixed.) The expected value of A t (k) (with respect to the random trawling process) is the expected proportion of A covered k times, thus:
(Please note that the expectation symbol E is not to be confused with the effort rate E.).
We next make the important assumption that the distribution of trawling is independent of the distribution of initial biomass. This is consistent with the hot time mechanism but not with the hot spot mechanism (since target areas may also be hot spots in biomass). Given independence, the expectation can be moved inside the integral, thus:
and therefore, from eq. 9, (12)
This last expression relates the expected biomass at time t to the expected initial biomass through the pgf of the coverage distribution, g t ͑z͒ ϵ ͚kϭ0
This equation states that the proportion of biomass remaining at time t is g t (1 -d) . Because the area of a grid is much larger than that of a single trawl, it follows that, by the central limit theorem, the actual total biomass will be close to the expected total biomass. Therefore, from now on we drop the expectation symbol. Equation 13 holds for a general distribution P t . Specializing to the NBD, from eq. 3, the biomass is given by (15)
The quantity D is interpreted as the grid-scale fractional depletion rate per unit effort rate; it is the grid-scale analogue of d. For aggregated trawling (␤ > 0), D is less than d; for trawling exhibiting some regularity (i.e., ␤ < 0), D is greater than d; and for random trawling with a Poisson distribution (␤ = 0), then D = d. This result accords with our expectation that higher aggregation has less impact, because subsequent tows cover ground that has already been depleted. Previous authors (Sainsbury et al. 1997; Poiner et al. 1998 ) have used the small-scale depletion rate to model depletion over the large scale. This result shows that the use of d is only justified when trawling is random. Equation 15 provides the link between pixel-scale and grid-scale depletion rates, taking into account the degree of aggregation.
Differentiating eq. 14 yields the dynamic equation for biomass:
Note that whereas d describes a discrete depletion event (a tow), D describes a continuous process of depletion that arises from averaging over many discrete small-scale depletion events governed by d. In other words, d and D are depletion rates for, respectively, discrete and continuous units of effort.
Depletion with recovery
The differential equation for the grid-scale biomass is derived by computing the expected difference in biomass over a time interval ⌬t and taking the limit ⌬t ¡ 0. Consider the relative biomass b in a pixel x. The relative biomass at time t + ⌬t in terms of the biomass at time t is
(The order notation O(⌬t 2 ) indicates terms that can be ignored relative to the other terms on the right-hand side in the limit ⌬t ¡ 0.) This can be partially derived from eq. 7 by substituting (t + ⌬t, t) for (t, t 0 ) and expanding out up to terms linear in ⌬t. The factor (1 -d) n(⌬t) involving d is the stochastic depletion, where the random variable n(⌬t) is the number of trawl passes over x during the time interval (t, t + ⌬t). To find the expected relative biomass over the grid, we need to take two expectations: first, over the time interval (t, t + ⌬t) for the trawling process; and second, over all pixels x. Under the assumption that the trawl process during (t, t + ⌬t) is independent of the process before time t and that the process is spatially homogeneous, we may take expectations of the trawling independently of the relative biomass.
From eq. 3
where E(t) is the effort rate and D is given by eq. 15. Taking expectations over all pixels x, we find
Setting mean b͑t͒ ϵ E͓b͑t͔͒ and variance V͑t͒ ϵ Var͓b͑t͔͒ ϭ E͓b 2 ͔ Ϫ ͑E͓b͔͒ 2 and taking the limit of ⌬b/⌬t as ⌬t ¡ 0 yields
This is a differential equation for the grid-scale mean biomass in terms of small-scale parameters r and d and aggregation parameter ␤ (the last two through D). The first term on the right-hand side is the classic recovery term with rate equal to the pixel-scale recovery rate. The second term is the depletion term that was derived in the last section. The third term effectively reduces the recovery at the grid scale.
Because b is bounded, its variance cannot exceed b͑1 Ϫ b͒, so V ϭ b͑1 Ϫ b͒, where ʦ ͓0, 1͔ depends on time. Then eq. 20 becomes
where the grid-scale recovery rate
The quantity (t) depends on the distribution of the relative biomass, which in turn depends on the detailed history of depletion at every pixel. In practice, such details would not be available. Therefore, to obtain a large-scale equation for biomass that depends on only the statistics of the effort distribution but not on its actual details, we make the simplifying assumption: ͑t͒ ϭ 0 , a constant. This assumption is reasonable, because, as Appendix C shows, when E(t) is constant, 0 does not depend on the value of E(t); this suggests that (t) is only weakly dependent on E(t) and hence on t. This variance-mean assumption V͑͒ ϭ 0 ͑1 Ϫ ͒ is also commonly made in quasilikelihood estimation using generalized linear models with the binomial family (see, e.g., Venables and Ripley 2002) . The validity of this assumption is tested using simulation in the next section, "Validation and calibration".
The grid-scale recovery rate R(t) becomes constant and satisfies
See Appendix C for the derivation. For uniform trawling (␤ = -1), the grid is effectively a very large pixel, so that R = r. In general, though, the effect of subgrid trawling structure is to reduce the overall recovery rate (i.e., R ≤ r). Reintroducing the biomass B and carrying capacity K for the entire grid yields eq. 1.
Validation and calibration
The derivation of eq. 1 relies on the variance-mean assumption in the section "Depletion with recovery". We checked this directly by simulating a negative binomial trawling process at the pixel level and aggregating to the grid (see section "Testing the gridscale depletion-recovery differential equation"). This method assumes that aggregation is generated by the hot time mechanism. We investigated the plausibility of this assumption by simulating the kind of aggregated trawling behaviour typical for the Australian east coast trawl fishery and capturing the pixel-level distribution over time. It was found that V(t) was linear in (t), consistent with eq. 4 and the hot time assumption; see Supplementary Materials 1 . To calibrate the model for application to a real fishery, vessel-tracking data from the Australian Northern Prawn Fishery were examined. The validity of the NBD assumption was checked, and a range of realistic values for ␤ was obtained (see section "Calibration from fine-scale effort data").
Testing the grid-scale depletion-recovery differential equation
To check that the grid-scale depletion-recovery equation accurately reproduces the grid-scale change in biomass, we simulated the detailed process of depletion and recovery at the pixel scale and aggregated the results up to the grid scale. Simulations were carried out as follows:
1. Partition the grid into a large number N of equal pixels and set the (relative) biomass to 1 in each pixel.
2.
For each pixel i = 1, ..., N, sample the number of tows n i within a certain time step ⌬t. This is done by sampling first the number of "events" (usually 0 or 1) from the Poisson distribution and then the number of tows per event from the logarithmic series distribution, following the hot time mechanism (refer to section "Grid-and pixel-scale distribution of effort"). 3. Deplete the biomass by factor ͑1 Ϫ d͒ n i and allow it to recover for time ⌬t along the logistic curve (eq. 17) using the exact form in eq. 7.
At each time t compute the mean b(t) and variance V(t) of the
remaining relative biomass across all pixels. Figure 3 (right panel) illustrates this procedure for N = 10 pixels.
We considered three cases: case (a): recovery r = 0.11 and constant effort rate E(t) = 1; case (b): r = 0.3 and E(t) = 1; and case (c): r = 0.11 and time-varying E(t) randomly generated from a lognormal distribution with mean 0.84 and variance 0.6. For each case we used two values of depletion (d = (0.1, 0.3)), resulting in six parameter combinations altogether. The aggregation parameter was set at ␤ = 5. For each combination, three simulations were run using N = 1000 pixels and a time step ⌬t = 0.1 years; b(t) and V(t) were recorded at t = 0, 1, …, 100 years.
We chose the properties of the effort pattern in case (c) to be representative of fairly heavily trawled grids in the Queensland East Coast Fishery. From the fleet's logbook data for the period 1993-1997, the 80th percentile of time-averaged effort in a 6 min grid was 67 boat days per year. Assuming average boat characteristics (28 m sweep, 3 knot tow speed (1 kn = 1.852 km·h -1 ), and 10 h trawling per day), this effort translates to a coverage of 0.84. We estimated the between-year variance by pooling the effort from 20 grids around the 80th percentile, taking logs, finding the sample variance, and back-transforming to get the variance on the original scale. A series of effort rates E(t) was created by taking independent samples from this distribution. This is plotted in Fig. 5 .
The results are shown in Fig. 6 . The agreement between the simulations and the model is quite satisfactory (left-hand column). The model is unbiased in the steady state (see case (b), d = 0.1) as expected. When the biomass is not constant, the model slightly underestimates it. This bias is most marked for case (b) with d = 0.3. In this case, the large-scale recovery and depletion rates balance almost exactly, and so the decay to the steady state (zero biomass) is very slow (i.e., "critical damping"). This is a somewhat artificial situation, however, since the effort will vary in practice and the critical balance will not be maintained. For the more realistic case (c), the model tracks the simulations reasonably well.
The middle column of Fig. 6 shows that db/dt from eq. 21 (with R(t) replaced by constant R), which for cases (a) and (b) is quadratic in b, agrees quite closely with the simulated differences b(t + 1) -b(t). The calibration of the model is based on the variance-mean relationship V = 0 b(1 -b), which is compared with the simulated variance-mean relationship in the right-hand column. The agreement is quite close, especially towards the steady state, but there are some departures from the curve, and these are no doubt responsible for the discrepancies in the left-hand column.
Calibration from fine-scale effort data
Deng et al. (2005) analyzed high-polling-frequency VMS data collected every 15 min from all prawn trawl vessels entering three 6 n.mi. × 6 n.mi. grids in the Gulf of Carpentaria during two seasons. By joining consecutive polled positions, they were able to recreate the vessels' trawl tracks and, by further binning these tracks to 12 m × 12 m pixels, they obtained distributions of coverage. These distributions are shown in Fig. 7 , which is based on Deng et al.'s fig. 8 . It can be seen that negative binomial distributions, with parameters estimated from the empirical distributions using maximum likelihood, fit the data reasonably well. The estimated mean and ␤ are shown in Table 1 . Comparison with the spatial distributions in Deng et al.'s fig. 6 shows that the use of ␤ to quantify aggregation makes sense, with grid C in 1998 appearing almost random (␤ = 0.50) and grid A in 1999 appearing highly aggregated (␤ = 9.71). The results also show that the amount of aggregation varies among both grids and years. Deng et al. (2005) also assessed the effect of increasing overall effort on the pixel-scale coverage distribution by simulating pixelscale trawl patterns by sampling actual trawl tracks recorded as GPS data. They achieved this by (i) sampling (without replacement) a position from the VMS data and (ii) sampling (with replacement) a set of daily tracks from the GPS data and overlaying these tracks so that the centroid coincided with the VMS position. The process was repeated until the desired level of total effort was reached. The resulting distributions of coverage are shown in Fig. 8 , which is based on Deng et al.'s (2005) fig. 5a . The negative binomial distribution, though not a perfect fit, has sufficient flexibility to capture the main shape of these distributions, especially relative to the Poisson distribution. The range of ␤ values for these simulations (Table 2) is somewhat smaller than for the real trawl patterns.
These simulations demonstrated how aggregation can arise from the combination of pixel-scale patterns in the track of a single vessel targeting a patch of prawns and of intermediate-scale clustering (due perhaps to the avoidance of features on the sea- bed, such as rough bottom, an inverse hot spot). A study by Rijnsdorp et al. (1998) on beam trawling in the North Sea also found aggregation at larger scales (10 n.mi.). However, they found that the pattern within squares of sides = 1.8 km, based on smaller squares of sides = 0.18 km, was approximately random (i.e., ␤ = 0).
Data needs for applying the model
In this section we outline the minimum data required to drive the model for the purpose of benthic impact assessment and management strategy evaluation. The model requires, for each type of fauna, values for the small-scale rates d and r and, for each management grid, values for the aggregation ␤, the initial pre-exploitation biomass B(0), and the effort history.
The effort history must be provided from the start of the exploitation era, through to the current day and, if required, onward into the future. If the logbook record is incomplete for the early stages of a fishery, some kind of hindcasting based on auxiliary information is required. The future projection phase of the modelling would encompass proposed alternative management strategies. Projecting effort into the future in response to management actions could be based on advice from an expert panel or from detailed bioeconomic modelling.
To set ␤ requires subgrid information on the pattern of trawling, possibly from GPS plotter tracks or from high-frequency VMS data. One could formally estimate ␤ from the variance-to-mean ratio of subgrid coverage (␤ = variance/mean -1) as done by Rijnsdorp et al. (1998) . If the evidence suggests that trawling is random within a management grid, then one can set ␤ = 0. In such a case the depletion due to effort E would be 1 -exp(-dE), not 1 -(1 -d) E as has been assumed (e.g., Piet et al. 2000) . In the absence of subgrid data, one could use a simulation approach based on vessel behaviour as described in the section "Validation and calibration" to generate subgrid patterns from which ␤ might be derived. Vessel behaviour could comprise hunting patterns (low ␤) or targeting of boils (high ␤).
The small-scale rate d would ideally be obtained from trawl depletion experiments that estimate per-trawl depletion rates. The small-scale rate r would be estimated from follow-up recovery monitoring extending over several years (e.g., Poiner et al. 1998; Pitcher et al. 2008) . In the absence of such data, one could borrow estimates from an experiment in a similar or related study area or from meta-analyses such as Collie et al. (2000) or Kaiser et al. (2006) . -2013-0426 .) The middle column compares the simulated (black lines) annual difference in mean relative biomass with the derivative dB/dt predicted by the model (blue-grey lines) for cases with constant E(t). The right-hand column shows the variance of the simulated (points) relative biomass against the mean relative biomass, and overlaid is the variance-mean relationship assumed by our model (line).
The biomass distribution at the end of the simulation depends on the biomass distribution prior to trawling. Predictions of pristine biomass may be derived from environmental variables linked to seabed survey data, if available. In data-poor situations, however, one needs to make simplifying assumptions, the simplest assumption being that the pristine biomass is uniform, which amounts to working with relative biomass b. A fishery-scale summary, such as the mean of b over all grids, quantifies the ratio of the mean biomass to the mean pristine biomass, but only under the assumption of uniform pristine density. This assumption, therefore, causes a distortion in the real impact when the biomass distribution is correlated, either positively or negatively, with the trawling distribution, and so it is preferable to account for the pristine biomass distribution whenever possible.
Discussion
We have developed a model that estimates the grid-scale effect of trawling on different types of sessile benthic fauna from pixelscale impact data. The model accommodates a range of trawling aggregation behaviours, as parameterized by ␤. Regional-scale as- Fig. 7 . Histograms of coverage for the three grids (A, B, and C) studied by Deng et al. (2005 Deng et al. ( ) over 1998 Deng et al. ( -1999 . The circles are the expected percent frequencies for a negative binomial distribution fit by maximum likelihood. sessments of the impact of trawling can be obtained by summarizing over the grid-scale impacts. An important finding of this work has been the relationship between processes at the pixel scale and processes at the grid scale. We have seen how rates of processes on the pixel scale (r and d), which would be the rates measured by field experiments, translate into rates of processes on the grid scale (R and D), which are the quantities of relevance to the ecosystem-based fisheries manager. Crucially, the translation from pixel to grid scale depends on the aggregation parameter ␤.
The model assumes that the random trawling process, though temporally aggregated, is over the long term spatially homogeneous within the grid. This assumption could be removed if information was available regarding any persistent spatial aggregation of effort within the grid. For instance, part of the grid could be untrawlable because of rough bottom, or there could be persistent aggregations of target species within the grid. This information could be accommodated by subdividing the grid and appropriately reallocating effort to the subdivisions. Hill et al. (2002) used this method to reallocate historical logbook effort on a 6 n.mi. grid to a 1 n.mi. grid, based on more recent VMS data. Their impact model was run on the finer grid with the assumption of random trawling within each grid.
Recent advances in the use of VMS (see Lee et al. 2010 and references therein) imply that fine-scale effort distributions are accessible, so that modelling of impacts into the future can benefit from this. These distributions are still likely to be at a coarser scale than gear scale, but the link to gear scale could be routinely made by assuming random trawling at the subgrid scale.
As stated in the section "Grid-and pixel-scale distribution of effort", it is also possible to specify the spatial distribution stochastically. One candidate is the hot spot mechanism, which is quite distinct from the hot time mechanism. Hot spots allow for patches that are persistently heavily trawled and for others that are persistently lightly trawled within a grid. The long-term effect is that there may be refuges of relatively low trawling within the grid in which the biomass is barely depleted; in contrast, the hot times mechanism will eventually trawl all patches of the grid because the process is spatially homogeneous. Unfortunately, the hot spot formulation does not yield a grid-scale equation like eq. 1 because the independence of biomass and trawling distributions does not hold (section "Depletion with recovery"); as far as we know, there is no alternative to calculating the history in each patch separately. However, this requirement may not be too onerous if the grid can be described by a small number of heterogeneous patches, each having random trawling within.
Adequately modelling the aggregation of trawling over time is a complex issue. The hot time mechanism proved to be a reasonable approximation for the simulation in the Supplementary Materials 1 ; however, this may not always be applicable. One suggestion to distinguish the hot time and hot spot mechanisms, assuming NBD coverage, is to measure ␤ and /␤ over time; hot time patterns would have slowly varying ␤, whereas hot spot patterns would have slowly varying /␤. Our analytical method of characterizing aggregation complements the more empirical approach of Piet and Quirijns (2009) . These authors analyzed the distribution of Dutch beam trawl effort in the North Sea over a range of both spatial and temporal scales. Their research has the potential to provide further insight into modelling the aggregation mechanism over time.
This method was originally developed for situations in which the biomass distributions were unknown, requiring the use of relative biomass (Ellis and Pantus 2001) . Increasingly, however, species distribution models have become available. For example, Pitcher et al. (2007a Pitcher et al. ( , 2007b obtained predictions of pristine biomass in the GBR and Torres Strait using generalized linear models fit to benthic survey data. These distributions were then used by Pitcher et al. (2007a) in the GBR and by Pantus et al. (2007) and Ellis et al. (2008) in Torres Strait as starting values for simulations under various trawl management scenarios.
One might consider how this model could be adapted for mobile species. Typically, mobile species are modelled using very coarse spatial units or even aggregated to the whole fishery (e.g., stock assessment models). This model was developed principally for sessile species where fine-scale structure is important and for which existing models for mobile species would not be appropriate. Nevertheless, we could consider adapting the model by imagining that after each tow of area a, the biomass gets redistributed over an effective area e (>a). The model is modified by scaling the swept area by e/a and reducing the depletion rate by a/e. Comparison with eqs. 14 and 15 shows that this is equivalent to scaling ␤ by a/e, which tends to make trawling less aggregated (closer to Poisson).
Of more relevance is the extension to sessile species having longer-range larval dispersal. We can obtain some qualitative insight as to how this affects the model, since longer-range dispersal should smooth the biomass across pixels. This is because dispersal from high-b (low-b) pixels will raise (lower) the biomass in low-b (high-b) pixels relative to the background rate r. This leads to a lowering of the variance V across pixels (eq. 20) and hence of , leading to a raising of R closer to small-scale rate r.
Should more information become available, the model can be improved. Areas for improvement include the following: further incorporation of stochastic depletion rates as measured by Burridge et al. (2003) -see Appendix A; relaxation of the assumption of static carrying capacity (e.g., based on monitoring of habitat quality); recovery through intergrid migration (e.g., based on hydrodynamic modelling of larval transport); benthic community interactions during recovery-depletion; and more accurate characterization of recovery by separating growth and recruitment (e.g., based on studies of recovery dynamics such as Pitcher et al. (2008) ).
This model has already been used to evaluate alternative management strategies for fishery-scale impacts of trawling around the north and northeast coasts of Australia: in the GBR using prospective effort and closures scenarios (Ellis and Pantus 2001) later followed by retrospective scenarios to assess the benefit of the management actions subsequently implemented (Pitcher et al. 2007a ; N. Ellis and C. Pitcher, unpublished data); in Torres Strait to assess potential spatial closures ; and in the Gulf of Carpentaria to examine the effect of effort reduction at fine scales (Hill et al. 2002) and to examine the utility of adaptive closures within habitats (Bustamante et al. 2011; Dichmont et al. 2013) . Similar evaluations of closures and effect restrictions have been conducted for the North Sea using a different type of benthic production model (Hiddink et al. 2006b ; based on Duplisea et al. 2002 and Hiddink et al. 2006a ).
(C.1)
that is, either the biomass goes extinct when the effort is above a certain threshold, or it goes to a reduced level where depletion and recovery balance out. We assume Ē < R/D so that b ͑ss͒ > 0.
At the pixel scale, consider again eq. 17 giving the relative biomass at time t + ⌬t in terms of the biomass at time t. Then, taking the expectation over all pixels of the logarithm of both sides of this equation yields This expression is independent of E.
